Toeplitz and non-Hermitian Hankel matrices are also stated, but the proofs will be presented elsewhere.
(for cy in the domain of analyticity of f> with an (2) indefinite inner product [ , 1, which is subject to a certain structural (3) identity [(2. 3)-(2.41, as will be elaborated upon below]. Moreover, the indefinite product is (4) nondegenerate: if [ f, g] = 0 for every g in the space, then f = 0.
In this paper we investigate the theory of finite dimensional vector spaces of vector valued meromorphic (actually they turn out to be rational) functions which satisfy (11, (2) , and (3), but drop (4). In other words, if fl,. . . , f, is a basis for such a space and if G denotes the Gram matrix with ij entry equal to gjj= [h,fi] , i,j=l ,...,n, we do not restrict G to be invertible. Such invariant, indefinite spaces of m X 1 vector valued rational functions which are subject to an identity will be referred to as i3 spaces. They occur in problems of interpolation and extension with singular Pick matrices. Herein, we shall illustrate their usefulness by utilizing them to generalize a pair of theorems due to Iohvidov [21] in which he describes the inertia of certain subblocks of Hermitian Toeplitz and Hankel matrices: we shall show that his rules [21, Theorems 11.7, 15.6; 3", 4", p. 85; Lemma 16.21 for computing the rank and the inertia of certain subblocks of Hermitian Toeplitz and Hermitian Hankel matrices are valid for wider classes of Hermitian matrices, which will be described in the sequel. In making comparisons with Iohvidov, it is important to bear in mind that our usage of the symbol k is different from his. Actually, we first encountered the Iohvidov law for computing the inertia of certain nested
Hermitian Toeplitz matrices in a paper [12] by Delsarte, Genin, and Kamp, which in itself was a partial motivation for this study, as we hope to explain elsewhere.
In particular, in this paper, we shall deal with Hermitian matrices which are solutions of one or the other of the following two matrix equations:
p-(z,*)*Pz,*=v*]v, (1.2) PZ,* -(Z,*)"P = &v*]v, (I.31 where J is an m X m signature matrix (i.e., a constant matrix which is both self-adjoint and unitary with respect to the standard inner product), V = [Or -*. From now on we shall refer to an n X n Hermitian matrix which solves (1.2) [(1.3)1asan(w,T,V,J) [(w,[W,V,J) l h c ain matrix, because every such matrix can be identified as the Gram matrix of an i3 space which is spanned by a "chain" which is defined in terms of the columns or,. . .,zj, of V and the point o, as is explained in Section 4. The T, R usage stems from the fact that if w E D [@+I, then the space spanned by this chain is "isometrically" We shall say that a matrix P is an (@,a, V, J) chain matrix if it satisfies either (I.21 or (1.31, and it is not necessary to specify which one. These two matrix equations can also be expressed in terms of the entries ps,, s, t = 1,. . . , n, in P: P is a solution of (1.2) if and only if whereas P is a solution of (I.31 if and only if -2ri(w -w*)ps, = 2z-ip,v_,s, -25rip,,,_, + v,*.lv,.
(I.51
In both instances s, t = 1,. . . , n and it is understood that p,, = 0 as soon as either s or t fails to belong to { 1,. . . , n}. where h,; . *, h,_, are specified by the vj, j = 1,. . . , n, and h,, . , h,, are arbitrary, but will be chosen real so that the solution is Hermitian.
The preceding two examples exhibit Hermitian Toeplitz and Hankel matrices as special cases of the general class of Hermitian (w, a, V, J) chain matrices. In both instances the matrix J which intervened was unitarily equivalent to the signature matrix L=[:, _;I. 
[2d{PZ,, -(Z,,)*P}]
and then to "discard' the eigenvectors corresponding to the eigenvalue zero and normalize and order appropriately; see e.g., the discussion in the proof of Theorem 11.1 of [15] . The real constraint is that J should be unitarily equivalent to Jri. Thus in the terminology of [23] [respectively [20] ] we are dealing with matrices of displacement rank 2 (with respect to Z,,), with J subject to the additional constraint mentioned above. We also have obtained generalizations of the Iohvidov laws for Hermitian (w,J,V, J) chain matrices with J unitarily equivalent to J,r (or Ji,>. This condition, which insures that a maximal J neutral subspace in @', equipped with the indefinite inner product [u, v] = v*Ju is of dimension one, seems to be necessary in order to keep the calculations under control. These results will be reported on elsewhere.
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To further clarify the connections with displacement rank alluded to above, it seems reasonable to define the U [the rW] displacement rank of a matrix P with respect to Z,, as the rank of the matrix P-(z,*)*Pz,* [PZ,* -(z,*>*lq.
This definition of "a displacement rank' is consistent with the definition introduced by Kailath, Kung, and Morf [23] when a = T (though their Z is our Z* and they work mostly with o = 0), and similar to the definition used by Heinig and Rost [20] h w en 8 = [w. It is readily seen that if the 8 displacement rank of a Hermitian matrix P with respect to Z,, is equal to m, then P is an (w, a, V, /> chain matrix for some choice of V E CmXn with rankV = m. Conversely, if P is a Hermitian (w,a,V, J) chain matrix for some choice of V E Cmxn, then the a displacement rank of P with respect to Z,, is equal to
Connections between the displacement rank of non-Hermitian matrices and (more elaborate) chain matrices are discussed in [I5] .
The Iohvidov laws for non-Hermitian Toeplitz and Hankel matrices can also be extended, but to a more elaborate class of chain matrices than the ones introduced above. These extensions are obtained by working with pairs of i3 spaces equipped with a possibly non-Hermitian sesquilinear form. Because the methods require a fair amount of additional preparation, the proofs will be presented elsewhere. Nevertheless, for the sake of completeness, we shall furnish the statements in Section 6. The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present some preliminary material on reproducing kernel spaces, on indefinite inner product spaces, and on the inertia of certain forms of Hermitian matrices. The main analysis begins in Section 3 with a study of the structure of a given finite dimensional i3 space J which is "trapped" via the isometric inclusions between a pair of nondegenerate i3 spaces (i.e., finite dimensional reproducing kernel Pontryagin spaces) Li and As, In particular we identify the Gram matrix of the orthogonal complement of &i with respect to A? as the chain matrix for some V E C" X", then the Schur complement of an initial (upper left hand) invertible r X r block of P is an (w, a, W, J) chain matrix for some W E Cmx("-r), but with the very same o and J. This fact is then used in Section 5 to generalize the Iohvidov laws to the setting remarked on earlier.
The non-Hermitian case is discussed briefly in Section 6. Finally some words on notation: The symbols @, a)jxk, and R will denote the complex numbers, the space of complex j X k matrices, and the real numbers, respectively, whereas Cj is short for Gjxl; C, [C_ ] If A and B are subspaces of a space C equipped with an indefinite inner product, then A i B, A q B, A i B stand for a direct sum decomposition, an orthogonal sum decomposition, and an orthogonal direct sum decomposition, respectively. These decompositions will be discussed in more detail in Section 2.
Just as in [l] and [14] , we shall adopt a flexible notation which permits us to treat problems in D and problems in C, more or less simultaneously by using A+ to denote either D or C + and then invoking the following table:
The symbol J will always denote a signature matrix, i.e., a constant m x m invertible matrix which is self-adjoint and unitary with respect to the is nonsingular and that moreover in this instance the reproducing kernel is given by the formula
The phrase "the reproducing kernel" in the last sentence is justified because there is only one such.
In this paper we are particularly interested in finite dimensional reproducing kernel spaces with reproducing kernels K,(A) of the special form
where U E SZ', and p,(
. We shall refer to reproducing kernel spaces of this form as X( (U) spaces. 
holds for every choice of LY, j3 in R and f, g in A?. Moreover, if (1) and (2) hold, then U is rational (and the McMillan degree of U is equal to the dimension of X(U)).
Proof.
The identification of the McMillan degree is easily adapted from the proof of Theorem 5.6 in 131, which treats the Hilbert space case. The rest, and more, is provided by Theorems 6.9, 6.12, and 8. 1 of [3] . n It is only fair to note that the groundwork for the proof of this theorem was laid by de Branges [9] , who proved its infinite dimensional version (up to an extra technical condition which was later shown to be superfluous by 146 DANIEL ALPAY AND HARRY DYM Rovnyak [24]) for ~9 = Iw in the Hilbert space setting. Ball [6] adapted this to the case 8 = T; a unified approach to both cases (in the Hilbert space setting) is provided in [l] . For information on finite dimensional X('(v) spaces in terms of realizations of U, see [5] .
Every X(U) space is automatically an i3 space, but the converse is not true. The best that one can hope to do is to "trap" a given i3 space A? between a pair of Z(U) spaces:
with isometric inclusions, as will be explained more precisely in the next section. The reader should be aware, however, that the zero space may be the only J'(U) space which sits isometrically in A. Because of the presumed R, invariance, every finite dimensional i3 space admits a basis of chains which are either of the form v,,hvl + v2,.. In the present case, where V is finite dimensional, Wt L 1 is also an orthogonal complement:
but the sum need not be direct. . , v, is any basis for V, and G is the n X n Gram matrix with q entry gij=[vj>vi]> i,j=l ,...,n, then, for any decomposition of the form (2.7), dimV,=I*,+(G) and dimV,=FO(G).
Accordingly we shall use the symbols p + and pLg to denote the dimensions of the corresponding subspaces of V in a decomposition of the form (2.7): p*(V) =dimV, and /~a( V) = dimV,.
The monographs [8] and [22] are good sources of information on general indefinite inner product spaces, as is [18] for finite dimensional nondegenerate indefinite inner product spaces. Probably best of all, however, is just to convince yourself that all the preceding statements hold in the finite dimensional vector space ck equipped with the indefinite inner product [u,v] 
where A is any fixed Hermitian matrix. This is the generic example.
Finally, to complete this section, we establish two theorems on the inertia of certain matrices of special form. The proofs of both of these theorems take advantage of the well-known formula 
To begin with, it is readily checked with the help of (2.8) that
is a polynomial of degree 21 with 21 real nonzero roots for every choice of & E Iw. Let N(E) denote the number of positive roots of p,(h). Then, since
it follows readily from Rouchk's theorem [applied to a contour which contains the positive roots of p,(A) and the point zero, but no negative roots of p,(A)] that, for any choice of .s E [w, N(E) = N(E + 8) for real 6 with 161 sufficiently small. In other words, N is constant on a neighborhood of E for every E E [w.
By the Heine-Bore1 theorem, the closed interval 0 < E < 1 may be covered by finitely many such neighborhoods. Therefore N(1) = N(O). But now, as X*X > 0, it admits a representation of the form x*x = m"u* On the other hand, with the help of (3.6) with o = LX', it is readily checked that (wJ,)(A) = 4&wJw4 Proof. This is immediate from Theorem 8.2 of [3]. Unfortunately, however, there is a misprint in both the statement and the proof of the latter: the term (P-'),, should be replaced by (@-l>ts, where @ denotes the upper left hand k X k block of P which is here denoted by A. n 
The proof is by induction. To begin with, since the sum (3.2) is direct, there is a unique f0 E -k; and h E JV such that f=fo+Ulh.
Thus (3.13) holds for j = 0.
Suppose next that (3.13) holds for j = O,, . . , k, and let hj = (R, -wZ)'h.
Then, since it follows readily that (R,-tiZ)k+lf =(R,-wZ)(f,+Ulhk)
Thus the right hand side is of the requisite form with fk+l= CR, -oZ)fk +(R,U,)hdc-w). Proof. This is immediate from the fact that the decomposition (3.13) is
direct. n
We turn next to the problem of isometrically embedding a finite dimensional i3 space & in a J?(U) space. We first establish a preliminary lemma. 
CHAINS AND CHAIN MATRICES
In this section we shall first show that every Hermitian matrix is the Gram matrix of an i3 space, and then we shall use the properties of such spaces to deduce some information about Schur complements.
The verification of the first assertion rests on the observation (mentioned earlier) that if P is any n X n Hermitian matrix, then, for any point w E C, P-(Z,,)*PZ,, and 2ai(PZ,, - Proof. This is essentially a special case of Theorem 5.3 of [15] (i.e, the case of one chain) except that we have dropped the requirement that P be invertible and hence that JZ be nondegenerate.
The proof, however, is just the same. n
In future discussion we shall always assume that the first column vi of the matrix V in (4.1) is nonzero. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for f,,..., f, to be linearly independent (in the vector space of vector valued rational functions). for some choice of W E C'nx(n-k) with nonzero first column.
Proof.
It suffices to show that recursion (4.3). By Theorem 3.3, the functions g,,. .., g,,-k satisfy the fk+j=ulgj (mod&J for j=l,..., n -k, where the notation signifies that the two sides of the equality differ only by an element in A,. Therefore, since kI is R, invariant and For a matrix proof of this fact in the case of U displacement rank m with respect to Z, see Bitmead and Anderson [7] .
GENERALIZED IOHVIDOV LAWS FOR THE HERMITIAN CASE
In this section we shall show that the Iohvidov law for Hermitian Toeplitz [Hankel] matrices is in fact valid for every Hermitian (w,a,V, Jl chain matrix with w 4 a [w E a] with vi f 0 and J unitarily equivalent to Jii.
It is perhaps well to recall that, by Theorem 4.3, the first column ui of V is automatically nonzero when P has an invertible upper left hand corner.
We begin with an elementary lemma: 
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The rest goes through much as before.
STEP 3. yr > 0, then (5.1) holds.
Proof of
Step 3. The inequality 2k < 2(n -r) is self-evident. It remains therefore to check that n -r < 2k. Suppose to the contrary that 2 k < n -r. 
Proof.
Let Q be defined as in the proof of Theorem 5.1. Then, by Theorem 4.3, Q is a Hermitian (~,a, U, J> chain matrix for some choice of U= [u,,..., u,_,] with first column ui + 0. The rest of the proof proceeds in steps, wherein we presume that k < n -r, since the theorem is self-evident if k = n -r. for w E 17% and s, t = 1,. . . , n -r, with the understanding that qst = 0 if either s = 0 or t = 0. We skip the details, since the argument is much the same as before.
STEP 2.
If r > 0 and k <n -r, then qk, k+l and qk+l, k+l are not both equal to zero. Proof of Step 2. If both are equal to zero, then in view of Step 1, Q,, + il is equal to zero, which contradicts the choice of k. which, in view of (2.91, serves to prove the asserted formula for p + (P,,,,) and the evaluation But this in turn implies that 2k 2 n -r, because otherwise, if 2k < n -r, we could choose j = k to obtain which contradicts the definition of r if r + 1 + 2 k < n and contradicts the presumed singularity of P if r + I + 2k = n. . . , o, and J as in (1.6) [w=Oand a=Rwith ~i,...,e, and Jasin(1.7)].
THE NONHERMITIAN CASE
We shall say that an n X n matrix P is a (w,T, V, U, J) [an (w, [w, V, U, J)] chain matrix if it is a solution of the matrix equation (1.2) 
